China's "atomic bomb, missile, and satellite" founder Yonghuai Guo (两弹一星元勋郭永怀), described her Cornell connection with Ray and her role in designing the English examination papers for CUSPEA and CUSBEA. Professor Xiaocheng Gu (顾孝成) reviewed the history of how Ray Wu convinced the deputy minister of Education Xinbai Huang (黄辛白) along with his China official counterpart, President of Peking University Long-xiang Zhang (张龙翔), to initiate the CUSBEA program in the early 1980's; Professor Yigong Shi (施一公) described Ray's devotion to the Chinese Biological Investigators Society and Ray's passionate speech on how to break the "glass ceiling." CBIS was formerly known as the Ray Wu Society, which mostly consists of CUSBEA students who became principle investigators in the USA. Professor Yigong Shi also contributed a scientific review article on this issue "Assembly and structure of protein phosphatase 2A"(pp135-146)to accompany this memorial topic. Professor Ning-Sun Yang (杨宁荪) remembered Ray Wu's founding role of the Agricultural Biotechnology Research Center and Ray's ambition to tackle the most important thing; 民以食为天, "food is the fundamental need for human society". In addition, we received a "very interesting" article from US Academician Jack Szostak who obtained his PhD from Ray at Cornell University. Jack described how Ray mentored him from a young and inexperienced graduate student without the necessary background, and Ray's laboratory environment "where we could do anything, limited only by our imagination and ability, and never by physical resources." Ray's daughter Alice wrote about the eight lucky lessons she learnt from her father; Ray's sister Christine also sent us her memorial paper about Ray being her "Big brother, close friend and valued consultant;" Finally Professor Bik Tye remembered her former colleague at Cornell and filled in an important piece of the CUSBEA puzzle. She was the witness to the meeting held in Beijing People's Hall in the winter of 1979-1980 when Deng Xiaoping (邓小平) shared "his visionary and impassioned speech on how he foresaw China could rise from its demise to be an equal to western countries" with overseas Chinese physicists. Xiaoping Deng's proposal at the meeting of Beijing People's Hall, "to send the best and brightest from China to be educated in the US and other parts of the world with the hope that they will fill the gap and bring back their knowledge to China", inspired Nobel Laureate T.D. Lee (李政道) to initiate the CUSPEA Program in physics. Bik was also the angel who brought the message from Professor T.D. Lee, the founder of the CUSPEA Program, to Ray, the founder of the CUSBEA Program.
Professor Ray Wu was not only a pioneer in molecular biology contributing significantly to the fundamental needs of human society, but he also mentored talented young scientists both in the USA and in China, and fasten the modernization of China's biological sciences which will hopefully be equal to those of western countries in the near future, as foreseen by Deng Xiaoping. We hope this one year memorial topic can reflect a part of the great life of Professor Ray Wu and help to ensure that his legacy will be remembered forever.
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